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Motivation
1.Limited literature on the residual stress

re-distribution at the toe of a fillet weld
under cyclic load.

2.The conservative assumption during the 
structure integrity assessment can lead 
to over-conservative fatigue life 
predictions.

3.Fatigue cracks can initiate at a weld toe
due to the stress concentration effect.
Cracks may grow and reach critical size
and lead to failures.

Why Study RS Effect?

Welding residual stresses affect fatigue crack
growth by modifying /redistributing the crack
tip stress field. Tensile residual stress (+σRS) at
the crack tip, reduces fatigue life. Although
welding residual stresses will be relaxed to a
certain extent (initial loading cycle), it
actually redistributes as crack propagates,
therefore affecting the crack growth rate.

The fillet weld
considered here
connects the flange and
the web of the
longitudinal stiffener
with a line of weld
metal on both the sides.
This common practice is
not intended to create a
full penetration joint.

Residual stresses in ferritic steel weld is
basically the sum of thermal and
transformation stresses that develop as a
result of welding. The weld area is
plastically hot-compressed and, after
cooling down, it contracts relative to the
surrounding area. It exhibits tensile
residual stresses, whereas the surrounding
area exhibits compressive residual stresses.
Residual stresses are expected to be
redistributed in the region of crack
propagation.

Methods to study crack behaviour at RS Field
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